PRESIDENT OF '30 ELIDES FRESHMAN KIDNAPPING GANG

Cuts Rope Bonds With Concealed Tool, Escapes Confined at Andover

OVERPOWERS BODYGUARD
Junior Started Scheme to Get Houston in News Room of The TECH

Fresenius hopes scored high in Wed evening's 100-meter dash, when he tied for third in 10.5 minutes of hard struggle, they one- upped the Sophomore president and carrying his mission to the end - to overthrow the Sophomore president. Fresenius cut the rope bonds with a concealed tool and escaped. He was confined at Andover.

The first hour of classes, Houston was notified by William Y. Mather, Secretary of the College, that he was to be at the News Room by 6 o'clock. Being awed to the danger of kidnapp- ing the Sophomore immediately be- gan to formulate plans for his escape. A rigid plan of escape was laid out with an understanding that he would attempt something to do with the timely return.

SOPH CREW RULES

FAVORITE TO WIN

Ineligibles Race Second Fresh Crew as Preliminary to Main Event

Opening the athletic events of the day with a race between the Ineligibles and the Freshmen will provide a curtain-raiser for the main event, the main event being the Sophomore v. Freshman, or Soph-Fresh, contest. This race was the first of four that the freshmen tried. The Sophomores had not yet been extensively trained and were not in a position to give a fair defense to win today's race, to the chances of their opponents. Each course seems to be equal to the other, and must decide on the start of the race whichever finishes the race first. Each course will be scored in the same manner as the Soph-Fresh race.

Class Race Predicted

After having spent more than a month in careful observation of both class crews, the crowds will be predicting the class race.